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Foam shock-absorbing structures such as cushioned
packages are often utilized to protect various products
from mechanical shock and vibration during trans-
portation. The goal of packaging design engineers
is to design a cushioned package structure that im-
proves the shock-absorbing performance and mini-
mizes the volume of the package. Some optimiza-
tion techniques, combined with computational simu-
lation, provide engineers with a way to design an op-
timal structure. In this paper, we propose a modi-
fied topology optimization method suitable for a poly-
meric foam shock-absorbing structure under dynamic
drop loads in multiple directions. Our approach uses
a heuristic topology optimization method, known as
the Hybrid Cellular Automata (HCA). The HCA al-
gorithm uniformly distributes internal energy density
and controls the relative density of Cellular Automata
(CAs) making up the design space. This allows the al-
gorithm to maintain or increase the performance of
shock absorption and to decrease the amount of mate-
rial. In particular, this paper presents a modified Solid
Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) model for
foam materials, which parameterizes the design region
and interpolates the material properties. We attempt
to optimize a simple bottom-cushioned package for a
refrigerator by using the proposed foam SIMP model
with commercial software: LS-DYNA for drop dy-
namic simulation and LS-OPT/Topology for the HCA
algorithm. Drop simulation and topology optimization
are performed considering multiple drop-directions.
As a result, our method removes elements that are not
related to the shock-absorption performance and pro-
vide an optimal cushioning structure using foam ma-
terial.

Keywords: topology optimization, hybrid cellular au-
tomata, foam, SIMP, drop simulation

1. Introduction

A cushioned package is primarily used to protect frag-
ile items from mechanical shock or vibration encoun-
tered during shipment, transportation and handling. In

particular, polymeric foam materials, such as Expanded
PolyStyrene (EPS), Expanded PolyEthylene (EPE), and
Expanded PolyUrethane (EPU), are widely used for cush-
ioning materials because they provide superior shock-
absorption at low cost [1–3]. However, manufacturers
have attempted to decrease material costs by reducing vol-
ume and improving the shock-absorbing performance. To
reduce environmental pollution, manufacturers should re-
duce the usage of foam material. Moreover, secure cargo
space is necessary to reduce delivery charges and storage
fees.

Many engineers have studied computer simulations and
optimization methods for these purposes [4–9]. Drop
and shock problems have been numerically simulated by
using explicit nonlinear dynamic solvers, such as LS-
DYNA, ABAQUS, and PAM-CRASH. This, numerical
simulation helps engineers to virtually evaluate the perfor-
mance of the shock-absorption in the cushioned package
design to determine the design parameters of thickness
and contact areas. In addition, designers have used special
methodologies, such as the Taguchi method, optimization
based on meta-modeling, and axiomatic design, to deter-
mine an optimal foam structure [5–8]. However, most
studies achieve optimization by adjusting some parame-
ters to define the final geometry of the cushioned package,
and engineers must apply advanced analysis techniques
for their designs.

Topology optimization is a mathematical approach that
optimizes material layout within a given design space
and for a given set of loads and boundary conditions
that meets the requirements for maximizing the perfor-
mance of a structure [10]. This method, based on Finite-
Element Analysis (FEA), provides engineers with an op-
timal topology and a conceptual design. In addition, it
ensures that the initial conceptual design satisfies target
performance in the initial design phase. One example is
the stiffness or weight of structures.

However, it is difficult to apply topology optimization
in the design of the cushioned package to protect prod-
ucts from drop-shock including dynamic loading condi-
tions. These are nonlinear dynamic problems that are in-
appropriate applications for topology optimization. Con-
ventional topology optimization methods require deriva-
tive information which is not appropriate or efficient when
nonlinearities are involved in FEA, including changes of
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contact status, geometric deformation and material prop-
erties [11–18]. Particularly when nonlinear problems in-
volving large deformation are considered, low-density fi-
nite elements cause serious numerical problems because
their tangent stiffness matrices lose positive definiteness.
Some novel algorithms to resolve these difficulties have
been introduced such as the Element Connectivity Param-
eterization (ECP) method [13]. For drop or crash simula-
tion including dynamic loads, the Equivalent Static Loads
Method (ESLM) and Hybrid Cellular Automata (HCA)
are known as suitable approaches [14].

ESLM transposes the original nonlinear dynamic op-
timization problem into an iterative linear optimization
process with linear static multiple loading cases for opti-
mization. Therefore, the method exhibits highly nonlinear
structural behavior, owing to the linearization of the opti-
mization problem and the decomposition of the dynamic
process into discrete static load cases [14, 15].

Recently, in another approach, difficulties in topology
optimization due to nonlinearities have been solved by
using HCA, which is a heuristic and gradient-free ap-
proach. Tovar developed an HCA algorithm for struc-
tural topology optimization to implement a bone remod-
eling mechanism with various local control rules [16, 17].
An extension for crashworthiness was performed by Patel
in 2006 [18]. They proposed the Solid Isotropic Mate-
rial with Penalization (SIMP) model for piecewise linear-
plastic material and successfully applied it to crashworthi-
ness problems to determine an optimal shock-absorbing
structure with FEA.

In this paper, we present an optimization procedure for
the cushioned package structure of foam material using
the HCA algorithm with explicit nonlinear FEA under
drop-impact loading conditions. The HCA algorithm for
a shock-absorbing structure controls the relative mass dis-
tribution with both local design rules based on the cellular
automaton paradigm. To interpolate foam material prop-
erties, the foam SIMP model is proposed, modified from
a conventional SIMP model. Moreover, we consider the
relationship between relative density and internal energy
density to determine the penalty value of the foam SIMP
model depending on load condition.

In practice, the proposed foam SIMP model is applied
to optimize the topology of a cushioned package for a re-
frigerator under multiple drop impact loading conditions
in five directions. This type of application, using topol-
ogy optimization for a cushioned package, is very rare.
There is a clear difference in the optimal results between
the piecewise linear elastic-plastic SIMP model and the
foam SIMP model, owing to the nonlinear stress-strain
relation of foam material and its compressible character-
istic. These results of topology optimization for foam are
compared with design theory for the cushioned package.
Moreover, the proposed method can help package design-
ers easily determine the initial concept design.

LS-OPT/Topology is employed to perform the HCA al-
gorithm with LS-DYNA for drop-impact simulation [19].

2. Topology Optimization Using Hybrid
Cellular Automata

The theory of Cellular Automata (CAs) was formal-
ized by John von Neumann at the end of the 1940s. It is
a discrete approach studied in computability, mathemat-
ics, theoretical biology and microstructure analysis [12].
Several algorithms for structural analysis and/or design
of structures based on the CA paradigm are presented
in the literature. In conventional CA, the state of a cell
is based on local design variables. For structural opti-
mization, however, the state of a CA can be defined by
rules that combine local design variables with global de-
sign variables or globally calculated field variables; e.g.,
stress, or internal energy density. Thus, the state of a CA
is determined by using a combination of local and global
information, which is entitled HCA [16, 17].

In LS-OPT/Topology, the shape of the cells is the same
as the shape of hexahedral elements [19]. The state of a
CA defines its characteristics and comprises both design
and field variables. In dynamic problems like crashwor-
thiness or drop-shock simulations, the structure must ab-
sorb maximum energy and maintain low peak loads trans-
mitted to the occupants or products low. Tovar and Pa-
tel suggested that the goal of achieving uniform Internal
Energy Density (IED) in a structure is the objective for
optimization, and the mass is constrained. This objective
is appropriate for the design of a foam cushioned struc-
ture because it is the same goal. Therefore, the state of
a CA consists of the relative density xi(t) and the internal
energy density Ui(t) at time t.

The optimization problem is formulated as,⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min
x

N

∑
i=1

(Ui(xi)−U∗
i ),

subject to :
N

∑
i=1

ρi(xi)Vi ≤ M∗,

xmin ≤ x ≤ 1,

. . . . . (1)

where N is the number of cells (elements); Ui is the IED of
the ith cell; U∗

i is the set point of the IED determined from
mass fraction as Eq. (2); x is the relative density value;
xmin is the lower bound value; Vi is the volume of the ith
cell.

The set point U∗ of the IED is defined as,

U∗(k+1) = U∗(k)
(

M(k)

M∗

)
, . . . . . . . (2)

where k is the time or iteration number and the set point
of the IED is updated iteratively by using the ratio of the
current mass, M(k), and the set point mass, M∗.

The state update rules represent the heart of the CA-
based topology optimization method and are conducted in
two steps in LS-OPT/Topology. The first rule is the field
variable update, at which the IED obtained from explicit
dynamic simulation is a field variable in the HCA algo-
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Fig. 1. Polymeric foam stress-strain curve in compression.

rithm and the average internal energy density Ūi of the ith
cell is defined as,

Ūi =
1
N̂

N̂

∑
j=0

Uj, . . . . . . . . . . . . (3)

where N̂ is the number of neighbors defined in the CA
neighborhood.

The second rule is the local variable update at which
the relative density is a local variable. The local control
rule seeks to minimize the deviation between a target U
and the averaged U , and updates the relative density.

x(k+1)
i = x(k)

i +K

(
Ū (k)

i −U∗(k)
i

U∗(k)
i

)
. . . . (4)

where K is the scale factor, which is similar to the propor-
tional constant in a Proportional Integral Derivative (PID)
controller. In fact, Tovar proposed local control rules us-
ing a PID controller [17].

These state update rules are repeated until the stopping
criteria are satisfied, such as the number of iterations or
a change in the topology. In addition, they contribute
to eliminating some numerical problems in conventional
topology optimization methods, such as check boards and
singularities.

3. Characteristics of Polymeric Foam
Materials

Polymeric foams are very suitable as the protective
packaging material for energy-absorbing structures. The
most common deformation mode of foam is compression.
Foams can undergo large compressive deformations and
absorb considerable amounts of kinetic energy during dy-
namic compression. Foams are usually not strong in ten-
sion or shear and are rarely intentionally subjected to de-
formation in these modes. The Poisson’s ratio of foams
is almost zero, and their behavior characteristics are di-
vided into three zones: an initial region of linear elasticity
(Zone 1), a flat plateau compaction region (Zone 2), and a
densification zone (Zone 3), as shown in Fig. 1. In the ini-

tial region, foams may display some stiffness owing to the
strength of the matrix material itself. After yielding, the
gaseous component is affected. In open cell foams, the
gas pressure may increase sufficiently to break the cell
wall, thereby releasing the gas to the atmosphere. This
results in a permanent rupture in the cell and disregarded
damage to the foam material. On the other hand, if the
matrix is sufficiently strong, the cell remains unbroken,
but collapses and begins to behave much like the matrix
material in its stress-strain relation [1–3].

EPS is a foam material of cushioned packages, usu-
ally used for appliances like televisions, refrigerators, and
air conditioners. We used the “LOW DENSITY FOAM”
material model (MAT57) of LS-DYNA to express the
mechanical behavior of EPS. Nominal stress (engineer-
ing stress) versus strain data, obtained by quasi-statically
compressing a cubic specimen along one direction, is
required to use the low-density foam model in LS-
DYNA [20]. The stress-strain relation is actually de-
pendent on strain rate. In this study, the effect is not
considered, to avoid confusion resulting from the simi-
lar changes between the stress-strain relation dependent
on strain rate and the penalized stress-strain relation men-
tioned in next section.

4. Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization
for Foam Material

In topology optimization paradigm, SIMP, called the
density based approach, is a simple and widely used
method to parameterize the design region and to interpo-
late the material properties for the design variable. SIMP
enables the relative density of elements as a design vari-
able to be polarized into 0 or 1 by a power law during
iterations to determine the optimality condition [10, 18].
In the other words, the SIMP model depends on a power
law approach for material interpolation.

Patel applied the HCA algorithm for topology opti-
mization to crashworthiness problems by using a SIMP
model for piecewise linear elastic-plastic material [18].
Goezt proposed a SIMP model for the Johnson-Cook ma-
terial model [21]. We have wondered whether a piece-
wise linear elastic-plastic model can be applied, with no
changes, to the topology optimization of cushioned pack-
ages using foam materials. The mechanical behavior of
foams obviously differs from elastic-plastic material mod-
els, which necessitates a model that accounts for nonlin-
ear compressibility. The maximum strain of foam on the
cushioned package is designed at 0.4 to 0.5 in the plateau
region presented in Fig. 1. In particular, the Poisson’s
ratio of foams is nearly zero, and it can induce a topol-
ogy unlike general elastic material. Therefore, a new
SIMP model for polymeric foams is required to present
the stress-strain relation for relative density.

In this study, a modified SIMP model that penalizes the
stress-strain relation of polymeric foam under compres-
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(a) Penalty value q = 0.5

(b) Penalty value q = 2.0

Fig. 2. Material penalization of EPS-30 for the foam SIMP
model.

sion is defined as

ρn(xn) = xnρ0 . . . . . . . . . . . . (5)

σFn(ε,xn) = xq
nσF(ε) . . . . . . . . . (6)

(0<xmin ≤ xv ≤ 1, q>0, 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1)

where xn is the relative density of element n, xmin is the
minimum of the relative density, and the density is de-
noted by ρ . The subscript 0 refers to the base material
properties; σF is the stress value for the strain, ε , and in-
terpolated with xn. The penalty factor, q, is a very im-
portant coefficient for determining the final topology of
a nonlinear material like foam; this is mentioned in the
next section. Fig. 2 represents penalization examples of
the foam SIMP model.

LS-OPT/Topology 1.0 only supports the piecewise lin-
ear elastic-plastic material model of LS-DYNA. There-
fore, we must modify a file for penalization and the model
of material to apply the proposed foam SIMP model; this
is discussed in the following chapter.

4.1. Determination of Penalization
We must discuss the densification region, where stress

increases rapidly. Although low relative density induces
low stiffness, low relative density can have high internal

Fig. 3. Test simulation models to determine penalty value q.

(a) Penalty value q = 0.6

(b) Penalty value q = 1.6

Fig. 4. IED-relative density relationship using the proposed
foam SIMP model.

energy owing to high stress in the densification region at
high strain. This characteristic ensures caution in the se-
lection of penalization coefficient q. Although the penalty
value recommended for the elastic SIMP model is from
2.0 to 3.0 [22], we verified that this value is not proper for
nonlinear foam material; a similar viewpoint was reported
by Patel [18].

To verify this characteristic, a numerical compression
test was conducted under uniaxial load for an isotropic
cubic material element, as shown in Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 4,
the relative density versus internal energy relation is very
different for each stress condition because of the nonlin-
ear stress-strain relation of the foam [1]. In the HCA algo-
rithm, the local update rule that adjusts the relative density
of Eq. (4) requires the decreasing monotonic relationship
between the IED and the relative density to rapidly con-
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(a) Shape at q = 0.2 (e) IED at q = 0.2

(b) Shape at q = 0.6 (f) IED at q = 0.6

(c) Shape at q = 1.0 (g) IED at q = 1.0

(d) Shape at q = 1.6 (h) IED at q = 1.6

Fig. 5. Topology optimization results of a simple drop
model for penalty values.

verge at the optimum value and to achieve clean topology.
However, a high q value can result in a reverse slope at the
middle relative density under most stress conditions. In
the other words, the selection of relative density, adjusted
by the update rules, is uncertain, when internal energy is
located at a point of inflection. Therefore, the experimen-
tal results in Fig. 4 can be used to determine the q value.

To observe the effect of penalty q, an optimization test
was conducted for a simple drop simulation model, illus-
trated in Fig. 3(b). Three rigid blocks were dropped in the
direction of gravity. We optimized the HCA topology for
some q values and Fig. 5 presents the results. A compar-
atively high q encourages unclean topology because the
relationship between the IED and the relative density is
not monotonic. Therefore, a low value of penalty q is ap-
propriate for the proposed foam SIMP model.

4.2. Comparison of Linear Elastic-Plastic and
Foam SIMP Models

Figure 6 shows the results of HCA topology optimiza-
tion for the piecewise linear elastic-plastic SIMP model
and the foam SIMP model, respectively. This figure con-
firms the differences between the two models. In the case
of foam, elements not contributing to energy absorption

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Comparison of SIMP models: stress distribution
when (a) three simple boxes drop on the foam cushion,
(b) piecewise linear elastic-plastic SIMP model (v = 0.3),
(c) piecewise linear elastic-plastic SIMP model (v = 0.01),
and (d) proposed foam SIMP model.

are clearly removed in the vertical direction, as shown
in Fig. 6(d). On the other hand, the piecewise linear
elastic-plastic model induces a pyramidal shape owing to
the effect of Poisson’s ratio. Despite the low Poisson’s
ratio (v = 0.01), the same result is shown in Fig. 6(c).
This structural characteristic observed from topology op-
timization shows that the proposed foam SIMP model is a
better choice when conducting topology optimization us-
ing a nonlinear foam material.

4.3. Mass Fraction
The mass fraction is the ratio of the target against the

initial mass, which is used as the termination condition for
iterations. Figs. 7(a), (b), (c), and (d) show mass fractions
of 0.7, 0.5, 0.4, and 0.2, respectively. When compared
with initial volume, only contact areas remain.

4.4. Comparison Between Rigid and Flexible Body
In Fig. 3(b), three of the boxes are modeled as rigid

bodies. When using flexible bodies, different topology is
obtained owing to the stress distribution of foam induced
by the deformation of boxes in Fig. 8(c).

5. Implementation and Application

The usability of the proposed foam SIMP model and
the possibility of topology optimization for the design of a
cushioned package are confirmed through the application
of a bottom cushion for a top-freezer refrigerator.

5.1. Finite Element Modeling for Drop Simulation
HCA topology optimization requires the IED as the

field variable, which is obtained from FEA and used to
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(a) Mass fraction 0.7 (b) Mass fraction 0.5

(c) Mass fraction 0.3 (d) Mass fractions 0.2

Fig. 7. Effect of the mass fraction in the HCA topology
optimization.

(a) Using rigid bodies (b) Using flexible bodies

(c) Deformation of flexible bodies at the peak of acceleration

Fig. 8. Comparison of rigid and flexible bodies.

update design variables such as the relative density. We
conduct drop impact simulation and present the optimal
foam structure for a top-freezer refrigerator as an applica-
tion of the proposed method. The body of a refrigerator
is simply modeled as a rigid body to reduce simulation
time. As shown in Figs. 8(b) and (c), the use of a flexible
body is preferred to determine topology considering grav-
ity, mass, and stiffness. Parts with heavy mass are mod-
eled as lumped mass elements. The cushioned package
is composed of two symmetrical parts. Two circular legs
are attached in front of a bottom plate, which supports the
weight of the refrigerator. All elements of the foam are
specified as the cells and design regions for optimization.
The contact areas and thickness of the package can be de-
signed, along with the theory of package design [2, 23].

Figure 9(c) illustrates contact areas between the cush-
ioned package and the refrigerator. The contact areas al-
ways experience contact pressure during drop-shock load-

(a) Simple refrigerator parts and a cushioned package with a cover paper

(b) Initial design (c) Faces contacted with foam and
refrigerator bottom part

Fig. 9. Finite-element model and assembly for the simpli-
fied refrigerator and cushioned package.

ing, so element elimination from adjacent cells is almost
impossible. Drop loading conditions are illustrated in
Fig. 10.

According to the cushioned package design method,
the selection of contact areas and thickness of the package
is essential; this is calculated from the energy absorbing
performance. When contact areas, drop height, and dam-
aged acceleration are determined, the height of the pack-
age can be determined from FE drop simulation. This
assumes that the damaged acceleration is 65 G. The pos-
sibility of damage is evaluated with the damage bound-
ary, simplifying the process of determining the shock
fragility of products [23]. To define the thickness of the
cushioned package, drop simulations are conducted and
the acceleration-time data are determined, as shown in
Fig. 11. This means that decreasing the foam thickness
induces an increase in the acceleration of parts. From the
results, the thickness of foam was chosen as 70 mm to
satisfy the damaged acceleration of 65 G.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Drop loading conditions for the cushioned package
and refrigerator.

5.2. Topology Optimization Process
Implementation

Topology optimization requires the process integra-
tion technique to conduct seamless and iterative opti-
mization procedures. LS-OPT/Topology provides ba-
sic automation functions that modify models, initiate
the solving process, and gather analysis results, includ-
ing post-processing, by connecting to necessary soft-
ware such as LS-DYNA and LS-PREPOST. However,
LS-OPT/Topology only supports piecewise linear elastic-
plastic models. At the beginning of the optimization pro-
cedure, we replace the material input file created by the
LS-OPT/Topology with a new material file that is suitable
for the proposed foam SIMP model. The material file in-
cludes the penalized stress-strain curves depending on the
relative density, according to Eqs. (5) and (6). Fig. 12
shows the process diagram to modify the default SIMP
model of LS-OPT/Topology to the proposed SIMP mate-
rial model.

5.3. Topology Optimization and Drop Simulation
for Downward and Multiple Directions

In most energy-absorbing appliances, foam is loaded
only once. However, during transportation, packaged
products such as home appliances can be exposed to mul-
tiple directive impact loadings as well as vertical load-
ing. An optimal structure considering only the vertical
direction has less mass and volume at the edges of the re-
frigerator and is frangible in the other loading directions.
Fig. 10(b) shows possible drop directions on the bottom
and edges.

Therefore, we conduct optimization considering mul-
tiple loading conditions at four edge directions to deter-
mine the reasonable structure. The objective is modified
to reflect the results of multiple drop simulations, such as

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11. Determination of package thickness: (a), (b) aver-
age acceleration of parts A and B, and (c) polynomial meta-
models that represent the maximum acceleration of parts A
and B.

Eq. (7).

Ûi =
NLC

∑
LC=1

αLCULC
i . . . . . . . . . . (7)

where the subscript LC refers to a particular load case,
αLC is the weight factor for each LC, NLC is the number
of load cases, and Ûi is the weighted sum of the IED for
the element i. In this problem, the weight factor, αLC, is
equal to 1 and NLC is 5 at the bottom and 4 at the edges.
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Fig. 12. Customized topology optimization procedure
to apply the proposed foam SIMP model using LS-
OPT/Topology.

5.4. Result and Discussion

Figure 13(a) shows the topology resulting from the
HCA algorithm considering foam material under a load-
ing condition in the downward direction. Fig. 13(b)
shows a result of the piecewise linear elastic-plastic
model. As already noted, pyramid shapes are shown in
Fig. 13(b) owing to the Poisson’s ratio. However, in the
case of the foam SIMP model, elements are clearly re-
moved in the vertical direction and the characteristics of
polymeric foam are accurately reflected. Primarily, cells
experiencing high compression and internal energy den-
sity are removed as a result of shock transferred from
the bottom. In other words, they contribute to shock ab-
sorption with high internal energy density, while removed
cells do not contribute by compressive deformation.

Figure 13(c) shows the results considering multiple
drop directions. When considering only the downward
drop, the elements of the front edge region are exces-
sively removed from a lack of compression. On the other
hand, in multiple directions, the elements of the edge re-
gion remain and elements having low internal energy are
removed. The ratio of mass reduction in the two cases is
equal, as shown in Table 1. Therefore, topology consider-
ing multiple loading conditions is successfully optimized.

The optimal cushioned package is compared to the ini-
tial cushioned package using the accelerations of parts A
and B in Fig. 14. Although the volume and mass are re-
duced considerably, the difference in acceleration is very
low.

Figure 15 shows a plot of the IED and the density dis-
tribution history during iterations. The initial changes of
the IED suggest that many elements are deleted in the ini-
tial iterations because no compressive elements are defini-

(a) Downward directional drop with foam SIMP

(b) Downward directional drop with piecewise linear elastic-plastic SIMP

(c) Multiple directional drops with foam SIMP

Fig. 13. Results of topology optimization using the pro-
posed foam SIMP model.

Table 1. Reduction in volume for downward and multiple
drop cases.

VolumeCase Ratio of reduction (%)(cm3)
Initial design 29319 −
Downward 21261 27.5drop
Multiple 21299 27.4drops

tively separated by low internal energy.
These results validate the proposed foam SIMP model

as useful for the HCA topology optimization of a foam
cushioned package. In addition, topology optimization
considering multiple drop loading conditions was suc-
cessfully applied for the cushioned package design. These
results are not unusual in cushioned package design, and
are explained by the principles of design modification pro-
posed in the some studies [5–7]. We proposed that design
modification can be more simply achieved by using the
HCA algorithm, topology optimization, and FEA.
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(a) Part A

(b) Part B

Fig. 14. Comparison of acceleration results of refrigera-
tor parts determined from the drop simulation for original
package design and the optimized designs for downward and
multiple drop directions.

Fig. 15. IED and density distribution history during iterations.

However, it is important to understand that the optimal
configurations in Fig. 13 are just finite elements; they are
different with a real geometry, and do not consider the
manufacturing process of injection molding, in which the
direction of extraction is one of the design factors. Ac-
cordingly, when designing the shape of the actual pack-

Fig. 16. Example design of the cushioned package inspired
by the results of topology optimization using foam SIMP
model.

Table 2. Computational time for HCA topology optimiza-
tion of a refrigerator cushioned package.

Items One dir. Multiple dir.
Athlon II X4 3.0 GHz,Hardware 4 cores, 4 GB RAM

Target density distribution 1%
Drop simulation time 0.1 s

Solving time per iteration 10 min
Total iterations 24 28 (×5 dir.)

Total time for optimization 240 min 1400 min

age, we must understand the elimination of elements from
the optimal results and its effects, as well as the manufac-
turing conditions. One simple example of the package
design induced from the results is shown in Fig. 16. The
example is simply provided as a helpful illustration of this
concept.

The computational time and hardware for the appli-
cation are detailed in Table 2. During explicit dynamic
structural analysis, solving the time step size depends on
deformable parts, including the element size, density, and
elastic modulus. In this application, we model the cush-
ioned part and adjust the minimum time step size to meet
the simulation time of 10 min for the drop time of 0.1 s.
We believe that the computational time for multiple drop
directions in Table 2 is very reasonable when considering
the product design environments.

6. Conclusion

We propose a new topology optimization method that is
suitable for a polymeric foam shock-absorbing structure,
such as a cushioned package, under drop load conditions
in multiple directions. Topology optimization consider-
ing dynamic behavior is very rare, owing to difficulties
such as calculating sensitivity or combining with dynamic
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simulation. To overcome the limitations of conventional
topology optimization, owing to drop-shock dynamics as
well as the nonlinearities of material, geometry, and con-
tact, we used the HCA algorithm of LS-OPT/Topology, a
commercial topology optimization tool. In addition, we
present a modified SIMP model for foam materials that
conventional or commercial topology optimization tools
do not support. The proposed model parameterizes the
design region and interpolates the material properties to
describe behavior and characteristics. Numerical experi-
ments demonstrate that the proposed foam SIMP model is
more appropriate than other models.

We propose a new topology optimization method suit-
able for the polymeric foam shock-absorbing structure
such as a cushioned package under drop load conditions
of multiple directions. Topology optimization consid-
ering dynamic behaviors is very rare due to difficulties
such as calculating sensitivity or combination with dy-
namic simulation. To overcome the limitations of conven-
tional topology optimization due to drop-shock dynamics
as well as the nonlinearities of material, geometry and
contact, we used HCA algorithm of LS-OPT/Topology,
commercial topology optimization tool. In addition, we
present a modified SIMP (Solid Isotropic Material with
Penalization) model for foam materials that conventional
or commercial topology optimization tools don’t support.
The proposed model parameterizes the design region and
interpolates the material properties to describe behavior
and characteristic. It is shown that the proposed foam
SIMP model is more appropriate through numerical ex-
periments.

The application to a simple bottom-cushioned package
of a refrigerator was conducted by using the proposed
foam SIMP model with LS-DYNA for explicit dynamic
structural simulation and LS-OPT/Topology for the HCA
algorithm. As a result, we showed that our novel ap-
proach successfully provides an optimal cushioning struc-
ture in which elements not related to the shock-absorbing
performance are effectively removed. In addition, we
showed that the proposed method agrees with the basic
design principles in cushioned package design by compar-
ing the piecewise linear elastic-plastic and the proposed
foam SIMP model.
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